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In [7] Sz-Nagy and C. Foias introduced the notion of the class
as follows. For each fixed p 0, C is the class of operators T on
a given complex Hilbert space H having the following property"
There exist a Hilbert space K containing H as a subspace and a
unitary operator U on K satisfying the following representation
1.

(.)
Tn--pPU (n--l, 2, ...)
where P is the orthogonal projection of K on H.
It is well known that C- {T" TII --<_ 1} ([6]) and C.= {T" TII <-_ 1}
([1]) where IIT]I means the numerical radius of T,
IITIl--sup](Th, h)] for every unit vector h in H.
The following theorem is known and we cite for the sake of convenience ([5] [7]).
TheoremA. (i) For each fixed p>O and T on_E(H), Te Cp if
and only if
7, r’nlenTp(n)>=O for every ? and r such that 0__<rl.

where

T
Tp(n)--

IT*-

(n_>_l)

(n=O)
(n=<-l)

Cp is non-decreasing with respect to the index p in the sense
tha C,cC if 0<pl<p2.
(ii)

In [5] J. Holbrook has defined the function
u>O

w as follows

w,(T)--in[u;

Concerning to this function w(T) he has proved the following theorems
Theorem B. w(T) has the following properties"

()
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

wp(T) < oo

w(T) >0 unless T=O in fact wp(T)>=
P
w(zT)-w(T) <= 1 if and only if T e
w(T) is a norm whenever 0 p 2
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w,(T) is continuous and non-increasing as a [unction
Theorem Co For each pO and T e .(H), then
).
(k-l, 2,
w(T)<=(w(T))
Theorem D. For any T _F(H) and pO,

of p.

Kr(T) <_ w(T) <= K,
1

where r(T) means the spectral radius

(p>=l)

of T and K,-- 2_1 (0pl).
P

The first purpose o this paper is to show that we cannot orm the
class of "p-loid" operators which is included in the class o normaloids
by using this function w,(T) in consequence of Theorem 1. The second
purpose is to give Theorem 4 as a sharpening o Theorem D.
We should like to express here our cordial thanks to Professor
Z. Takeda for his kind advice in the preparation of this paper.
2. Theorem 1. For each Opl and Te.if(H), then there
does not exist an operator T unless T--O satisfying the following
equality
w(T)--(w,(T)) (k--l, 2, ...).
Proof. We assume that
(**)
)
w,(T)--(w,(T)) (k-- 1, 2,
By
we
have
Theorem D
in Theorem C.
K,r(T ) w,(T ) K,
2
for
where

<=

<=

K,-- --11
P

0pl.

By (**) and the spectral mapping theorem, we have

K,r(T)

<= (w,(T)) <= K,

so that we get the ollowing inequality as
r(T)
(T) <: r(T)
consequently we have
K, r(T) w, (T) r(T) K, r(T)
where K,-- 2 --1)1 for 0pl. This contradiction proves TheoP
rein 1.
:. By Theorems C and D we have the following properties for

w

(7) intermediate property;
(8) power inequality; w,(T)<=(w,(T)) (k--l, 2,
).
In the preceding paper [4], we have defined or every unit vector
x and y.
Definition 1. IITIl--supl(Tx, y)
T[I- or any integer p.
Definition 2. IITIl--supl(Tx, x)[--IITll or any integer p.
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These satisfy the intermediate property (7) and the power inequality
(8), hence we have given the following theorem by these useful properties ([4]).
Theorem E.
(i)
IITIIp=r(T) if and only if
)
(n=l, 2,
(ii)
TIl=r(T) if and only if
).
(n--l, 2,
We put ={Np p=l, 2, ...} where Np--{T IITII,--r(T)}
$--{S; p=l, 2, ...} where
Definition 3. An operator T is said to be normaloid if
(n= 1, 2, ...), spectraloid if T I1 Tiler (n= 1, 2, ...).
The family of classes --{N;p---=l, 2,...} forms
Theorem 1
an atomic lattice by the set inclusion relation. The greatest element
is the whole set of operators N, the least element is the class of
normaloids and the atomic elements are N’s with prime indices.
Theorem G. The family of classes
{Sp p 1, 2,
} forms
an atomic lattice by the set inclusion relation. The greatest element is
the whole set of operators S, the least element is the class of spectraloids, and the atomic elements are S’s with prime indices.
In connection with the above theorems we shall define as follows
Definition 4. L--{T; w(T)-----r(T) for p>=l}

.

.

By using the analogous argument in [4], we have the following theorem
Theorem 2. For each p >_ l, then

w,(T)=r(T) if and only if W.(Tn)--(w.(T))
(n--l, 2,

).

Definition 5. An operator T is named to be "p-loid" operator if
)
w,(Tk)=(w,(T)) (k=l, 2,

1-1oid and 2-1oid are normaloid and spectraloid respectively.
As w,(T) is continuous and non-increasing as a function o p, we
have
Theorem 3. The family of classes _L--{L p_>_ 1} forms a monotone non-decreasing family as a function of p by the set inclusion
relation. The greatest element is the whole set of operators L, the
least element is the class of normaloids L1 and L2 means the class of
spectraloids.
At the end o this section we state an application o Theorem 1.
As w,(T) is a non-increasing unction of p and (2) o Theorem B, then

wI(T)=[ITII<w(T) for0<p<l
so that we may naturally come to mind the following question;
Can we form the class of "p-loid" operators which is included in
the class of normaloids by using this w.(T)?
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But the answer is no$ armaive, because by Theorem 1 there does
not exist an operator T unless T-O satisfying the following equality
)
wp(T)--(wp(T)) (k-l, 2,
or each 0 p 1 and T e _L(H).
4. In this section we shall give a sharpening o Theorem D.
Theorem 4. For any T _(H) and p 0, then
(O<p<l)
KII Tll>=w(T)>= w(T) (lp2)
(2 < p).
r(T)
We cite the following lemma without proof.
Lemma ([2] [3]) S

p implies 1_>_ IKw2(S)
[w2(S)

(1_<_ p 2).
Proof of Theorem 2o We have only to prove Theorem 4 in the
case 0__<p_<_2. When w(T)--O, then T=0 so that this case is trivial.
We may assume w(T)#O.

T
then w(S)-1 so
For any operator T on _(H) we put S--S e by Theorem B. By Lemma we have w(T)
(0< <1)
gw ( T

)

1--w up(T)

(1_<_ p_<_2).

By the homogeneity of wp(T) the proof is complete.
In general we have w.(T) >= r(T), thus Theorem 4 is a sharpening
of Theorem D.
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